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We survived Covid – 19!  
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BH3 Hall of Fame  

 
1977: Bill Panton. 1978: Bill Panton. 1979: Bill Panton. 1980: Richard 
Ellis. 1981: Werner Morf. 1982: Tim Hughes. 1983: Hugo Steiner. 
1984: Bob Boulter. 1985: Brian Heath. 1986: Pitak Chunthong. 1987: 
Vichai Suphasomboon. 1988: Roy Cowie. 1989: Suphon Rattanaporn. 
1990: Tony Erswell. 1991: Angus Worrall. 1992: Pribhas Sukunwadna. 
1993: Wolfgang Detmann. 1994: Pete Petrie. 1995: Max Maxwell. 
1996: Colin Snow. 1997: Neil Hutchinson. 1998: Richard White. 1999: 
Ron Thomson. 2000: Cengiz Ertuna. 2001: Tiradej Sukunwasna. 2002: 
Pansak Vivakornvilas. 2003: Paul Underwood. 2004: Narest 
Ratanapinachai. 2005: Teerachai Reinsubdee. 2006: Andrew 
MacPherson. 2007: Andrew Cunningham. 2008: Frank Allum. 2009: 
Vichai Pechardkhao. 2010: Mike Rust. 2011: Rod Turner. 2012: Noah 
Shepherd. 2013: Chris Schulz.  2014: Matt Ryder. 2015: Tom Ellefsen 
2016: Greg Cable 2017: Vinai Seesar 2018: Mike Rickard 2019: Steve 
Grinham 2020: Peter Vandenhoucke 2021: 

Our Grand Master for the year  
2020 to 2021 was  

Peter Vandenhoucke ‘LadyBoy’  

We survived Covid – 19!  
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
COMMITTEE  

Position Name Hash Name 
GM Peter Vandenhoucke Ladyboy 

Joint Master Ian Potter Codpiece 
Joint Master Mike Rust Love Canal 
Hash Cash Chris Hansen Horney Viking (resigned) 

Hash Cash Ass Noah Milliken Anacuntman 

Replacement Hash Cash Jim Eller Virginia Slim 

Hon Sec Edmund Checkley Checkless 

Hon Sec Ass Noah Shepherd 4 x 2 

Trailmaster Benny Hagberg Witches Tit 

RA Vichai Suphasomboon Senator – Country liaison officer 

Hash Flash Holden Lagos Eetan 

Hash Flash Ass Greg Cable Tickler 

Hash Sniff Todd Wilkie Spinning Dwarf 

Mugger KC Marshment Boob a Loob (resigned) 

Replacement Mugger Patrick Clews Dambuster 

Haberdash EriK Ravn Captain Erik 

Webmaster Lem Morgan No Good Boyo 

Hash Piss Co-ord Tiradej Sukunwatna Porkfinder 

Historian Brian Pope Le Pope 

 
We survived Covid – 19!  

GM Ladyboy 
takes charge 

Our 
Committee 
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

We survived Covid – 19!  

The BH3 Grand Master’s 
Report 

 

Peter Vandenhoucke 
‘Ladyboy’ 

Your GM for Life (GMFL) in 2020 – 2021. 

What promised to be a brilliant year, my reign (noun: the period during which a sovereign rules – 
vive la republique) somehow started in minor. Appointed in absence (on 11.July.2021 – the 
Flemish national day - and about a month after I should have been anointed (ceremonially 
confer divine or holy office upon (a priest or monarch) by smearing or rubbing with oil; 
nominate or choose (someone) as successor to or leading candidate for a position). Was stuck in 
Belgium (family affair and COVID 19 restrictions are a great combination – I can recommend).  

A repatriation flight and an ASQ in the Maple Hotel later, 
and I could “officially” start my reign as GMFL with the 
Bangkok Hash House harriers. (Look at the smile of 
relief!)  
 
The 29th of August 2020 I made my first official 
appearance.  Luckily Gringo, who appointed me, was 
wise enough to pick a few brilliant JM’s that could stand 
in for me during my absence. (My gratitude to all 3 of 
them.) 
 
And my tanks to the Hares who allegedly set glorious 
runs (Gringo – ex-GM; Cod Piece; Lurch; Capt. Eric; 
Tickler and Violin Man Chicken Liver) during my absence.  
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

We survived Covid – 19!  

The BH3 Grand Master’s Report continues 1 

Virginia Slim welcomed me back with an 
outstation in Pranburi together with the 
Harriettes. They had something to celebrate, 
and we of course honoured them with our 
presence. A lovely weekend to be back in the 
LOS.   
 
The 5th of August, my financial advisor (Hash 
Cash) Anacuntman to welcome me back with a 
brilliant run, on a by now infamous run site. I 
considered this my ‘real’ welcome back run. 

I would like to use this moment to thank all 
the hares that made 20-21 such a great year. 
(The year that never ended.)  
 
Without you, the Hash would not be what it is. 
So, Tambourine Man; Checkless; Moonlight; 
Khlong Dump; Love Canal; Taiping 1949; 
Quickdraw; Drunken Donut; Oversexed; Hash 
Hash; Bullit; Bugs; Village Idiot and Pussy Virus 
with a X-Mas run … Thank you all very much 
for doing what you do so well: Haring!!! (This 
is not an exclusive thanks to the 
aforementioned exclusively, but to all who 
served in 20-21 under my reign.) 

And then, there was the Ex-GM’s lunch in the British Club on 18.Dec.2020. Always a moment 
to pause, have a few beers and enjoy the company of some esteemed men. The Ex-GM’s who 
set the example of how to run the BH3. 
 
To close down 2020 we still had Tiradej and Joostless remembering and setting runs. 
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

We survived Covid – 19!  

The BH3 Grand Master’s Report continues 2 

We started the year 2021 with Slumdog, who had 
something special to celebrate. No good deed 
goes unpunished … A brilliant Run, a brilliant 
Anniversary T-Shirt, not to mention a brilliant 
OnOnOn. La Vita e Bella! 
 
Wee Jimmeah; Spinning Dwarf; Mr. or Mrs. 
Annonymous; Boob a Lube were the other 
January men. 
 
February started off with Pink Panther; Ambrose 
(that was a Memorial Run); 4x2; Tickler; The 
Senator (Snake Run w. elegant mosquito proof 
long sleeve shirt); Krinkle Cut; Hema; Dembuster. 
 
A quick note what Dambuster’s run is concerned. 
A new area. A boat run. Quite a few people got 
lost I the dark. All in all … one to remember! 

Outstation in Chiang Dao. 
 
Tinker in great form! Must say that I do not remember much 
of what happened after the run. I am all misty (or was it 
foggy) on what happened there. But I do remember it was a 
great run. Lots of beer with lots of great friends.  Thanks Mr. 
T. for setting a great outstation. Hope you do it soon again. 
 
The outstation was also a forebode for what was to come. 
Only 2 more runs, Gringo and a final Shadow Thatch 
24.Apr.2021. before we closed down again for the longest 
period of non-hashing in the history of the BH3. 
 
A decision by the Thai government probably made me the 
longest reigning GM (FL) in the history of the BH3 (except 
for our founding father who did a 3 year stint.) Ah well … 
one for the Hash Historian to note down and for the future 
generations to remember me by. (Kindly I hope!!!)  
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

We survived Covid – 19!  

The BH3 Grand Master’s Report continues 3 

It was not fun at all to have to lead without any runs to officiate. Luckily however … there was 
Boob-a-Lube. Our Savior. A big shout out to this old man for organizing, sending out emails 
and making sure that some of us at least had some exercise happening. They may not have 
been runs, they may have called them Walks, Shadow Runs, Ramblings, but they were good 
fun! Thanks, grumpy old man for the effort! This GMFL is grateful for doing this within the 
guidelines of the Thai Government! Much appreciated. 
 
Then Finally on the 6th of November 2021 we could restart running. Grannies Tits (or Kevin as 
he prefers to be called) did the honors. A great restart with a great run and an even better 
OnOnOn.  
 
This was followed by Gringo (setting his 3rd run this year that never ended, if I am not 
mistaken!) in a familiar area and with a familiar drink stop. 

And last week we had Village Idiot 
setting his farewell run. (Second run 
this year as well.) Village Idiot is 
leaving us for China, or so he claims.  
 
We wish him well. He will be missed. 
His runs will be missed even more. 

So, that brings us to the AGM. Which is today (sort of). And this is where I get to thank my 
committee, without whom I would just be a lone dictator (for life). They gave my reign a 
semblance of legitimacy.  
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

We survived Covid – 19!  

The BH3 Grand Master’s Report continues 4 

Thanks to: 
 
The JM-s Cod Piece and Lovel Canal. Cod Piece for standing in (way to often, so I heard) 
when I was not there! Love Canal, for the moral and written support (he left for the 
Northern Shore half way though). 
 
Hash Cashes. Horny Viking; Anacuntman and Virginia Slim took care of the finances. 
Thanks guys.  
 
Hon Sec. Checkless my man (assisted by 4x2). Thanks for keeping up the good work, 
reminding me of important events and even sending out the newsletter during the lock 
down. Thanks 4x2 for keeping me honest. 
 
Trailmaster. Witches Tit. Who disappeared at some stage to HK (I’ve been there…). It was 
not easy finding hares when one is so far away. But you did it. Cheers. 
 
RA – Country Liaison Officer: The Senator. Thanks for your weekly updates on the Gold 
Price and so much more that was happening in The Big Mango. 
 
Hash Flash Eetan and his Ass Tickler for entertaining us with your brilliant pictures. 
Hash Sniff Spinning Dwarf, for showing us the way. 
 
Muggers Boob-a-Loob and Dambuster. Controversial position, but executed to perfection. 
Haberdash Captain Erik, who even found some extra Haberdash Cash to help Hash Piss. 
Webmaster. No Good Boyo. Thanks keeping the Web Site up to speed and giving us a place 
of last resort when we got lost. 
 
Hash Piss Coordinator Porkfinder. Without you, Hash Piss would be lost. Hash Cash would 
probably have spent our money on women of ill repute is stead of on beer for the Hashers. 
Historian “Le Pope”. Thanks for keeping the Stats and making sure we remember what is 
worth remembering. 
 

OnOn to the next GM. 
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS  

We survived Covid – 19!  

The BH3 Joint Master’s 
Report 

 
Ian Potter 
‘Codpiece’ 

Oh nothing much, just the AGM trail 
 

So I said yes Gringo, I’ll be a Joint master, 
seems quite straight forward, just follow the charter. 
We are surrounded by chaps who’ve done it before, 

If I need support, they’ll help me I’m sure. 
There’s not much to do as the GM runs the show, 

most of the circle is his as we know. 
In any event if he needs help we can trust 

the experienced Love Canal, good old Mike Rust. 
 

But in reality, those cunts didn’t show, 
so I had no choice but to give it a go. 

Running a circle which I’d not done before, 
with the BH3 hecklers and shouts from the floor. 

At first it was hard trying to think what to say, 
a tough lot to please on late Saturday. 

But after a white it became kind of fun, 
doing the down downs and comment the run 

 
Then Ladyboy returned on one fateful day, 

he pushed me aside and out of his way. 
From then on in - except when he’s ill, 

I’m just a nothing, a zero, a nil. 
Except for the T shirts the food and the party, 
be sure each hash man eats full and is hearty. 

But my year was fun, if not a plain sail, 
nothing much left, just the AGM trail. 
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I am trying very hard to remember the last run I attended. So long ago it is a bit vague. Apart 
from the Chiang Dao Outstation in April? Could have been my last haring job in October. 
What with my loss of taste and smell it is all getting a bit vague.   
 
I thought moving to Phayao would effect my BH3 running experience but as it turns out I 
haven’t missed any“proper”  runs at all!   It is a lot easier being a JM when one lives 700-odd 
kms away.  
 
Your AGM shirt alas is not my design owing to a lack of communication but I am sure it will 
be, as always, OK. As the Interweb meme goes” You only had one job!”   I’m not getting as 
much exercise as I would like as my knee is a bit gammy. In BKK when out receing I got stuck 
in some of that thick black mud that lines the klongs sometimes and the effort of pulling my 
foot out without losing my shoe seem to fix my knee. Up north here are almost no klongs so 
I am denied that treatment.  
 
What with Phayao having no railway or airport I cannot simply jump on a train like Stumbles.  
Please all stay safe and alive for the next GM’s reign. It will be fine, there will be a hare and 
there will be a run. To paraphrase an Arabian poet “KC may bark but the Hash moves on”    
On On  

BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The Other BH3 Joint 
Master’s  Report  

 

Mike Rust 
‘Love Canal’ 

We survived Covid – 19!  

After a year of wrangling, Love Canal finally 
takes over Pink Panther's Phayao franchise. 
Here he is waiting for his next customer 
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The BH3 Honerary  
Secretary’s  Report 

 

Edmund Checkley 
‘Checkless’ 

We survived Covid – 19!  

So it was/is/will always be Covid.  Some BH3 hashers said ‘Oh f**k it put my feet up and take 
it easy”  But most got out and about to keep some level of fitness up.  It became apparent to 
your OnSec early on that either the newsletter stops – or keeps going.  Then there were the 
shadow walkers who dutifully followed KC round and round in circles and up KC’s butt.  After a 
few accounts of a few brave chaps wandering around aimlessly in rice fields looking for a 
friendly native to serve them beer, your OnSec decided to ask the BH3 what others were 
doing.  The result was a newsletter that was a bit more inclusive.  Your OnSec also decided to 
spice things up a little with some naughty and hopefully abusive writings.  Some may never 
talk to him again!  Tinker will never wear long shorts again to show he has a normal scrotum.  
KC has admitted openly that he has to be totally in charge and up the front, as if we did not 
know!  Grannies Tits has admitted that he actually likes the name. That Codpiece dreams of 
reincarnation as a ladies bicycle seat, and our GM of coming back as Captain Eric’s  bicycle 
seat. Gringo’s girlfriend still waxes lyrical about Gringo’s Algae and his delightfully smooth silky 
scrotum.  Roger me keeps up this stern demeanor but secretly he enjoys his penis pearls, 
especially when running.  
 
But on a more serious note.  After Dambuster set a fantastic (virgin?) trail through the 
mangroves and canals of Samut Sakhon, one group, took 2 hours to find their way out.  There 
was a call for breaking checks to be allowed.   Your OnSec asked the great BH3 unwashed if 
there were any views on going against tradition and breaking checks.  A wonderful debate on 
‘line’, and down the bars  ensued.  Strong opinions for tradition, some supporting and most for 
compromise.  Of course in the tradition of the BH3 the GM did not decide.  Common sense 
was left to prevail and if the trail was difficult, and if a little hint was accidentally left to help 
those behind in the gathering dark, then so be it! 
 
Your OnSec continued to produce the weekly news letter.  Selecting photos, hoping a scribe 
would do a write up, doing it if nobody did, picking out various BH3 hashers to be abused, and 
generally trying to do whatever it is an OnSec is supposed to do.  I hope someone out there 
read the newsletters!  But it seems not.  Looking to pass the role on at the AaagPoo. (AGMPU) 
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The BH3 Trailmaster’s 
Report  

 

Benny Hagberg   
‘Witches Tit’ 

We live in the time of working from remote and from home.  It has been my privilege to 
pioneer this concept for BH3.  To be honest it was not planned to be that way, did we not all 
believe this little virus would go away soon?  But have we not all had to improvise in these 
covid times?  Actually, in practical terms it did make very little difference as dealing with 
prospective hares via email is sort of normal practice anyway.   
After two and a half years in the role as BH3 TM I am happy to retire from the position.  
Inadvertently this may be a new BH3 record.  I have learnt a lot of the collective BH3 
mindset over this time and I would like to take the opportunity to present a very scientific 
assessment of the BH3 attitudes towards setting runs.  BH3 members belong to one out of 
three groups defined as follows. 
 
Always willing to help – as TM know who are in this group but you need to use them 
sparingly, there will always be occasions when you need someone at short notice and this is 
the group you will be looking to.  You may even get some of them to set more than one run 
in a year.  The simple truth is if you do not have any of these left to approach you will find 
TM life difficult.  Notably, many in this category also have a busy working life.   
  
Go to the dentist – this includes the “Ok then but surely only once a year” crowd.  Other 
characteristics is to wait until the TM contact you and after due consideration responding to 
the TM.  Some in this group has very specific wishes about timing and location (it has to be 
December as this area is at its driest then).   
 
I have a valid excuse –ranging from the acceptable to the highly suspicious.  The excuses 
include too old or infirm, not up to it, not well, unavailable indefinitely, don’t live in BKK 
(while still attending occasional BH3 runs).  Not attending enough BH3 runs to be required 
to set a run. 
I wish the incoming TM the best of luck, I hope these thoughts are of some help. 

We survived Covid – 19!  
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

We survived Covid – 19!  

The BH3 Hash Cash  
Report  

 

Jim Eller 
‘Virginia Slim’ 

On-and-off, up-and-down, the last year has been a real roller-coaster ride, thanks to COVID.  
After missing ten Saturdays from late March 2020 to mid-June 2020 due to the first wave of 
COVID, the hash re-started with Run 2230 on the 20th of June.  At that time, BH3 had almost 
no money left, because the old committee supported the Hash Piss financially during the ten-
week break.  To build up the hash finances, the old committee decided to levy a temporary 
supplement of 200 Baht per head in addition to the usual run fees, starting at Run 2230.  Due 
to this extra money, the cash balance was already recovering by the AGM at Run 2233 on the 
11th of July, and the 200 Baht per head supplement was ended after the AGM. 
 
Committee personnel have also been on a roller-coaster ride.  The new GM Ladyboy was held 
prisoner in Belgium for the first couple of months, finally returning in August 2020.  
Fortunately, the Hash Cash from the previous committee (Horny Viking) stayed on as Hash 
Cash for the new committee, so there was a smooth transition of the finances.  However, 
Horny Viking resigned as Hash Cash in early August 2020, so Anacuntman was promoted from 
Hash Cash Assistant to Hash Cash.  In September 2020, Virginia Slim volunteered to be the 
new Ass (although some would say that he has been an ass for a long time).  After that, 
things ran smoothly until the second wave or third wave of COVID caused the Bangkok hashes 
to shut down again in late April 2021.  Anacuntman ran away to America, the COVID capital of 
the world, and has not been seen since.  Fortunately he left the BH3 cash in the sticky hands 
of Virginia Slim, who is looking forward to passing the money to the 2021-2022 committee. 
 
BH3 attendance has obviously been slightly lower in 2020-2021 than in previous years due to 
COVID, but the BH3 cash balance has been pretty healthy since the 2020 AGM.  We generally 
lose a little money most Saturdays (because the beer expenses are usually a little more than 
the weekly run fees collected), but we get a big cash infusion at the beginning of every 
quarter when eight or nine members pay quarterly fees, so overall the cash flow has been 
positive.  The GM intends to subsidise the 2021 AGM expenses, and the amount passed to 
the next committee after this year’s AGM should be approximately the same as the money 
passed from the previous committee after the last AGM.  Nota bene:  Neither the Hash Cash 
nor the Hash Cash Ass bought a new car this year. 
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It was my great honour to be appointed RA for BH3 for two consecutive terms.  For the two 
Covid years, most Hashers were tense and quiet especially during the weekly Circles for fear 
of getting infected while talking and laughing.  Social distancing was strictly observed and we 
talked to each other less.  The New Normal makes you paranoid about getting infected.  And 
every day when you wake up you’re nervous and want to check yourself thoroughly whether 
you have got the infection now. 
 
However, gold prices, foreign exchanges and digital currencies have not been affected by the 
Covid at all.  They go up and down 24 hours nonstop and people sell high and buy low.  When 
you make tiny profit, the whole world knows about it but when you make big losses you keep 
your mouth shut!  I look forward to being appointed the third year. 

BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The Esteemed BH3 RA’s 
Report  

 

Vichai Suphasomboon   
‘The Senator’ 

The BH3 Haberdash 
Report  

 

Erik Ravn 
‘Captain Erik’ 

Nothing to brag about sold only one shirt so I will call it a shit year for haberdash on on 

We survived Covid – 19!  
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Tiradej Sakunwadhna  ‘Pork Finder’ when interviewed for the BH3 year book commented that 
he had fantastic support from the Piss Truck crew; they remained ready and on standby, to 
start up whenever Covid 19 restrictions were lifted.  Continued financial  support from BH3 
was very helpful.  Pork Finder particularily likes the black pig location as he can see wild pigs in 
their natural surroundings wallowing in the mud; quite often hashers jump into the mud hole 
with the pig – that is really exciting!  But his main joy lay in directing traffic.  BH3 hashers are 
getting old and he is there when they arrive at the run site to position the piss truck and to 
guide cars into  pretty parking layouts.  In his spare time  he walks down to the end of his soi 
and stands in the middle of the road to help drivers navigate the difficult intersection and 
avoid excessive delays and running into each other.  This he regards as a civic duty. 

BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The Essential BH3 Hash 
Piss Report  

 

Tiradej Sakunwadhna  
‘Pork Finder’ 

We survived Covid – 19!  

From the keyboard of the BH3 webmaster. NTR. An empty year from April 2020 until Nov 
2021 but the website stays up with little to report apart from a pretty good history of 
Bangkok and a continuing record of past BH3 publications and photographs.   I’ve sent 
you  a number of jokes hoping that might satisfy your need for input in the Newsletter 
but none have been published!! Maybe I’ve lost my sense of humour. But as Trink used to 
sign off in his much missed weekly Bangkok Post nightlife articles, ‘I don’t give a hoot’. 
On On BH3 to a better year. 

The BH3 Webmaster’s 
Report  

 

Lem Morgan  
‘No Good Boyo’ 
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The BH3 Hon Sec Ass 
Report  

 

Noah Shepherd 
‘4 x 2’ 

When the Ex-GM asked me if I could be the Ass for the year, he told me he had made a 
first class choice. He was not wrong.  It is always a delight to be the Ass of an active 
committee member. I was only called on once to stand in for the On sec, who has done 
a fantastic job this last year.  
 
As we move into the 21st Century, it gives me some pleasure that, after several years, 
most of our members are embracing technology and finally getting used to an electronic 
newsletter service. A couple of weeks ago, I even heard Mr Snow say that he 'followed 
Google Maps all the way' to a run. How things are changing. 

The BH3 Hash Flash Ass 
Report  

 

Greg Cable 
‘Tickler’ 

As Flash Ass, I assumed the job to be simple and painless, but as I experieced less than 2 
months that was not to be the case! The Chief Flash (Eetan) found other amusements on 
Saturday. This left you with inferior photos at the back of the pack from my camera but a 
little better for circle and on after pics. It was a long learning process on how to deal with 
downloading from my S7 phone into Flickr but after a year plus, I think I now have it down!  
Sorry for the pain that you had to endure during my feable tenure. on to more competent 
players for next year! The Tickler. 

We survived Covid – 19!  
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The BH3 Hash Flash 
Report  

 

Holden Lagos 
‘Eatan’ 

We survived Covid – 19!  

Nothing much to say for my part.  My only claim to fame as the hash flash was consolidating 
the messed up flicker pictures database.   Rumours that I have been abusing my Hash 
committee position, stealing girl friends, and taking them away to glamp out in luxury in the 
jungle, only to reappear exhausted when the girls deserted me having spent all my money; 
are all UNTRUE!  And I also organized the very successful phantom outstation hash ball on 
the 1st of April. 

The BH3 Hash Sniff  
Report  

 

Todd Wilke 
‘Spinning Dwarf’ 

One of the most important roles on the BH3 Committee, Hash Sniff is responsible for locating 
the starting point of the afternoon's paper trail and communicating which way to go to the 
Grand Master or the hounds. It has nothing to do with glowing red-hot butter knives and a 
used 2L PET bottle with the circular bottom cut off. 
 
The good news for the incoming Sniff is that you will never have to do your pre-run duty 
because someone else will have done it for you, likely an hour before you arrive at the BH3 A-
site. The "usurper" makes a habit of sticking his nose into other people's business, but just be 
thankful you're not Suffle, and other "old fart" BH3 members, who get that shameless nose 
stuck up the ass.  
 
Hopefully, in the coming hash year, we will avoid any senseless lockdowns and get back 
regularly enjoying our favourite Saturday outdoor activity. 
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BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The BH3 Mugger’s  
Report  

 

Patrick Clews 
‘Dambuster’ 

Dambuster took over from Boob a Loob as Hash Mugger earlier in the year 
 
This year mugs were awarded to:  
Mike Rust 400 on run 2237 - 8 August 2020                    awarded 5 Dec 2020 
Greg Cable 300 on run 2241 - 12 September 2020          Opted for no mug  
Peter Vandenhoucke200 on run 2242 - 12 Sept 2020     Re-engraved 5 Dec 
Steve Grinham 100 on run 2244 - 26 Sept 2020.              Awarded 5 Dec 2020 
Frank Noriega, 700 on run 2259  9 Jan 2021                    To be awarded 27 Nov 2021 
Ed Checkley 100 on run 2271 3 April 2021                        To be awarded 27 Nov 2021 
John Lukens 400 on run 2270 27 March 2021                  To be awarded 27 Nov 2021 
  
As of run 2271 (3 April 2021 (before lockdown) the following hash mugs are due/coming up… 
Eric Cornille is on 99 runs 
Teerachai R is on 898 
Roland Perry is on 95 
Chris Schulz is on 495 
No information available since we have been running again in November 
Note Chris Hansen may have been awarded a mug 2019-20. No information provided 2020-21 

We survived Covid – 19!  

Extras... 
 

The following email was received from Pink Panther... 
Dear Mugger Sir,  To minimize costs for the Hash's funds and my small pocket. A Yeti mug is 
preferable to me on my 900th run. Any colors are ok for me but black!  BTW, my run stat., only 
#(893+x), is questionable whether there werè errors or failure to record my runs properly?  
Considering the fact that; "after all those 40 years(~2,000 runs) with the Hash or out of those 
~2,000 Saturdays which I have been away from my other half***.   I'll ONLY receive 900th 
mug!   Would you be kind enough to give me a logical answer to her, that those 1,100 
Saturday nights, I have been faithful to her. And convince her that no Mia Nois were visited. 
Awaiting for your advice. 18 



BH3 YEAR BOOK 2020 – 2021 
REPORTS 

The BH3 Mugger’s  
Report  continues… 

Reply from Mr. Pope... 
I have done a quick check on Pink Panther's runs - and it seems 893 is correct.   
I randomly looked up his run totals going back to run 919 in 1995 - the first year when records 
were digitized (His first run was no 123 in 1979 and his attendance was 88 in 1995), and at first 
glance there was a progressive increase since then - as you would expect (no major errors).  
However, I'll dig deeper and give you a more detailed annual run count for him, over the 
decades.  Maybe after Songkran. 
Disclaimer - I realize I am also prone to errors, and need this sort of comment to keep me on 
my toes (joke). 
career:  893 runs over 42 years = 21 runs per year 
post 1995:  893 - 88 = 805 runs over 26 years = 31 runs per year.   
It could be a hiccup in the early records - or maybe he did not run that often - ask his wife ! 

And from Tinker...  Dear Teerachai, No matter what or how you try to explain it, it looks like 
you are dead meat.  You should have used the Hash Alibi – description below.  
It was carefully explained in the BH3 40th Run Mag, although 1,100 times is stretching it a bit 
thin. 

We survived Covid – 19!  

Proposal for a new BH3 office, “Hash Alibi” (from the BH3 40th Run Mag) 
 
Last Monday, before the circle, I was idly watching Hash Piss set up the beers and 
contemplating nothing more serious than whether to grab some more chicken wings before 
Frank got stuck into them, when Mrs X sidled up and struck up a conversation.  
 
Mrs. X is a lovely intelligent woman, and completely disarming. Therefore, after a few remarks 
about this and that, and how nice to be back Hashing in Bangkok, in a completely natural way 
she said, “Did you run last Saturday?” 
 
“Yes.” “and did you see Mr. X there?” (That was von Nivea’s gallop up the right bank of the Ta 
Jiin and lovely excursion back down, with misdirections that were so obtuse at one point that I 
was surprised to see anyone there.) Without hesitating, I answered “No”. Then there was a 
short pause, an “Oh”, and in one of those revelations that dawns a split second after it’s too 
late, I thought “Oh Damn”. The only thing left to say was the perfunctory “Good to see you 
back, are you running next Wednesday? I’d better go change out of this shirt.” (And if only I 
could get a message to the poor bastard before she gets home.) 
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Now it’s Saturday again, and Mini remarks “Mr. X says you really dumped him in a pile of shit last 
week.”   That doesn’t bother me at all. What does is that I was enough of an idiot to get caught 
off guard. Real men are always prepared. Mel Gibson or Bruce Willis would have casually turned 
to her and said “Dunno, pretty sure he was. I hadda get back to Bangkok to beat somebody’s 
brains out and left before mosta the pack was in. Hey, good to see you back, whadda you doin’ 
later? Great! I gotta go change outta this shirt, call Demi and tell her I’ll be back late.”   I can’t 
even deal with questions such as “How many beers did you have last night?”, let alone the shit a 
divorce lawyer can throw at you.  
 
So I propose a new Bangkok Hash Office: the “Hash Alibi”. Then, if you are contemplating 
something stupid like telling your wife that you’re going running (straight to your latest squeeze 
on Soi Cowboy), contact Hash Alibi and get something that will stick. Especially if she asks Tinker. 
In that case, it’s an emergency. You immediately contact Hash Alibi. 
 
 He calls the next morning, and says “Your husband’s office line has been busy since eight. I have 
his 500 run mug; It was on the restaurant table. He must have forgotten it. Tinker says he wasn’t 
there? Tinker was pissed as a newt, we had to drive him home. How would he know whether Mr. 
X, Bruce Willis, Zeus, or anyone else was there?” 
 
Of course, this means that everyone has to leave a significant piece of personal Hash 
paraphenalia with Hash Alibi. Depending upon whether she says “No, I’ll tell him, just keep it and 
give it to him next Saturday” or “Thanks, you can drop it off this afternoon”, he may have to 
produce it.   The lost mug ploy will work only a limited number of times, and should be used only 
when needed to destroy the credibility of a truly witless witness.  
 
A prudent BH3 member will also supply Hash Alibi with a number of personalized alibis, having 
the ring of truth without causing Hash Alibi to lose all of his self-respect. These can involve 
mothers-in-law, fish, whatever. Most of these are one-time-only alibis, so Hash Alibi will need a 
good supply of high-quality throw-away lines (as well as the paraphenalia), and a designated 
back-up (DBU).  
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The choice of Hash Alibi is also critical. Right away, it can’t be an expat. Any expat worth 
hashing with lost his credibility years ago. I was thinking of Suffle. He even brings his family 
on outstations. At the time this wasn’t appreciated as it made the rest of us, especially Brain 
Health, look really bad.  
 
But it also gave Suffle untold points. Further, he is our best bullshitter, even better than 
Squall. He can easily explain why your balls were green when you came back from the 
Pattaya outstation. Hash Alibi’s Ass would be Noreiga. For some reason, which I will never 
understand, women actually trust him. 

The choice of back-up is critical. For example, you are the DBU. You knew this two weeks ago, 
but as time went on without incident, you assume that Mr. Y got away with it. Then the 
phone rings at 10 pm, and it’s Mr. Y. “Hi, this is Y. How’s it goin’?” “Great. How’re you? What’s 
up?” “Oh not much -- lissen, remember that run a couple of weeks ago?” (Suddenly you’re 
alert.) “Yeah?” “Well, I’ve lost a towel, and I think it was there. You notice did I lend it to 
anyone?” (Now you’re sure the towel wasn’t lost and equally sure his wife is listening in on 
the extension.) 
 
 “Lemme think. No, I don’t think so. Wait --  I kinda recall it was raining hard, and Daeng got 
wet while she was setting up the piss. Didn’t she borrow it from you?” (This could explain 
almost anything, like lipstick smears, long black hairs, and other tell-tale stains.) “Yessss!! 
That’s it! Hey, thanks pal. OK, Gotta go. See you next Saturday.” He hangs up, you smile, pour 
yourself another brew, look in the mirror and see Bruce Willis. 
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KC Marchment 
‘Boob a Loob’ 

Your OnSec interviewed Boob a Loob as he was too shy to write up his Covid efforts himself.   
We had been through 2020 relatively intact but the Covid 19 virus would not go away, only 
mutating to become more infectious in 2021.  Restrictions on the numbers that could gather 
meant the BH3 stopped running for 6 and a half months.  A bloody long time! How do we cope! 
 
 KC stepped forward and applied the ‘shadow run’ model used during outstation runs.  He set 
up ‘Shadow Walks’ to replace the suspended BH3 runs.  As we all know KC remembers every 
run on every Hash for the last many years.  So by restricting the numbers to comply with 
regulations he was able to arrange and lead BH3 hashers out into the countryside every 
Saturday, without fail!  Others took over the lead sometimes.  As restrictions eased he was able 
to increase the numbers and include beer stops.  There were other groups out running and 
walking, including the other hashes.  These groups and KC kept the hash alive!    
 
Boob a Loob has survived may injuries over the years; jumping out of aeroplanes, falling over 
bicycles, breaking ribs, breaking shoulders, breaking cockixes, teeth falling out, having his 
tongue bitten by dogs, and numerous minor bits falling off.  Some heard that he had not 
informed Gung Pet his wife on the extent of the damage before wedlock, with consequent 
conjugal impairment.  The walkers found it easy to know that KC is coming:  First you hear a 
peculiar rattling noise approaching.  Then you hear a muttering and a voice saying, “you all 
missed a loop”.  Then out of the gloom he will appear.  The explanation for the strange rattling 
noise you hear is that over the 400 Km walk he does each month during Covid lockdown; all the 
pins, bolts and straps that keep his body together come loose.  Now runs have started again 
watch with incredulity as KC heads off on a run; first tilting to the right as one leg gives in, a 
quick fix, and then a lurch to the left as his rib cage collapses.  The teeth still rattle but he 
seems happy enough.  Plenty of Heineken always puts him right – a real trooper! 
 

Thank you KC ‘Boob a Loob’ for stepping forward and  
keeping the spirit of the BH3 alive. 

We survived Covid – 19!  
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Brian Pope 
‘Le Pope’ 

Hash Historian Gripe Report 
 
At the end of Stumble's reign in 1999, prompted by the casual way records were kept, I 
appointed myself to a new post - Hash Historian.  So for the last twenty years I have been 
keeping records.  I keep all hard copy of hash stuff in several plastic boxes in Sam Ngao.  I am 
always pleased to receive any hash records.   Today all records are electronic, but there is a 
lot of hash stuff from the first three decades of BH3 out there.  Don't throw them out !   
There are three Golden Rules that I would like to see introduced by the Hash: 
 
    1    NOBODY should be allowed to join the Hash on their first run.  We have many visitors 
who are persuaded/coerced to join on their first run - and we never see them again.  It 
makes being a BH3 member a bit of a joke.  And my membership records a headache.  "I am 
a member, I joined last time I ran (5 years ago)"  Maybe on their third run. 
 
    2    ALL New Boots must fill out a form.  That way we get their proper name and contact 
details.  It should not be Hash Cash's responsibility to record their names.  Deciphering 
cursive writing the next day leads to errors.  See below, showing how they did it twenty 
years ago 
 
    3    All records should be kept in alphabetical order of their first names.  Not their hash 
names. 
 
Sadly this year is the first year that I don't appear on the Attendance Records.  I almost 
made the Pranburi Outstation (Harriettes 2000) - but, going up the the hotel lift to our 
room, my wife received a phonecall telling her that an aunt had just died.  So early next 
morning we returned to Bangkok. 

We survived Covid – 19!  
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OnSec Note: There were many other On On On’s either free or heavily subsidized that 
are unreported.  Many thanks to those excellent hares.  Plus of course often free flowing 
wine, whisky, and now sometimes ice brewed coffee! 

We survived Covid – 19!  

Hound Run No Date Comments

1 Glenn Dixon 2236 18-Jul-20 3 min 20 secs

2 Sam Wickson 2238 15-Aug-20 only one run 

3 Cameron Hanwel  (Indomitable Pussy) 2241 10-Oct-20 only one run 

4 Andre 2245 3-Oct-20 only one run 

5 Moritz 2245 3-Oct-20 only one run 

6 Stephen Lee* 2246 10-Oct-20

7 Westley Silva 2255 12-Dec-20 only one run 

8 Harald Carlsen 2255 12-Dec-20 only one run 

No of runs 

recorded Hound Run No Joined No Percentage Attendance

900 Teerachai R  (Pink Panther) 2277 123 42%

700 Frank Allum (Noreiga) 2259 776 47%

400 John Lukens (Tinker) 2270 723 26%

400 Mike Rust  (Love Canal) 2236 1267 41%

300 Greg Cable (Tickler)  2241 1518 41%

200 Peter Vandenhoucke (Ladyboy)  2242 1907 60%

100 Chris Hansen 2234 2089 68%

100 Steven Grinham (Gringo)  2244 1738 20%

100 Ed Checkley  (Checkless) 2271 1946 31%

Run No Sponsor

2233 BH3

2240 diy

2256 Tiradej S (Pork Finder)

2267 Vichai S (Senator)

2270 Patrick Clews (Dambuster)

Run No Sponsor

2236 Martyn Sanderson (Lurch)

2238 Greg Cable (Tickler)

2253 Jeff Gay  (Bugs)

2251 Bruce Weeks / Jim Eller

2265 Noah Shepherd (4x2)

2270 Patrick Clews (Dambuster)

Blue Outstation + Harriettes 2000

Comment

NEW BOOTS 2020/2021

HASH MUGS 2020/2021

T-SHIRTS 2020/2021

AGM

Blue and White - Wat Bang Kradi

Blue Memorial for Prabhas

ON ON ON DINNER HOSTED BY HARE  2020/2021
Comment

plus fine whisky ?

Black Snakehead Run #16
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No Date Hare Cohare Location Nos. Comment

2234 18-Jul-20 Steve Grinham Minburi 31 Fantastic Run. Orchards, paddy, shiggy

2235 25-Jul-20 Ian Potter RTN Club, ChomChon Rest, Samut Prakarn 25 Roads, klong paths, orchards

2236 1-Aug-20 Martyn Sanderson Ruan Pae Rest.Mit Maitri Soi 28, Nong Chok 24 Excellent run at Most Beautiful Lake

2237 8-Aug-20 Eric Ravn Tara Rest. Pakkret, Nonthaburi 24 Rain on a good run in familiar area

2238 15-Aug-20 Greg Cable Jeep Camp Rest. Nonthaburi Bypass 28 Excellent mix jungle, roads Good checks

2239 22-Aug-20 Kevin McCall Krua Apsom, Ratchapreuk Rd 1 18 Good run good checks in shiggy with rain

2240 29-Aug-20 Jim Eller Ellefson/ OUTSTATION Pranburi, Harriettes 2000 19 Scrub, bush, shiggy with steep climb

2241 5-Sep-20 Noah Milliken Fishing Park Raft Rest. Nong Chock 16 Excellent run Parry fields, track, ponds

2242 12-Sep-20 Paul Williams Frank Allum/son Nittaya Gai Yang Rest, Nawamin Rd 22 Nice run in sois, paths, alleys, shiggy

2243 19-Sep-20 Ed Checkley Bob Boulter BKKFarmVille Rest.Pattana Channabot Rd4 25 Grass fields, roads, paths, paddy

2244 26-Sep-20 Louis Harrewijn Tom Ellefson AngKepNamKhaoMan Reservoir Si Racha 21 Beautiful jungle trail

2245 3-Oct-20 Bengt Gothin Ruan Pae Park View Rest. Nong Chok 24 Wet muddy run around a lake

2246 10-Oct-20 Mike Rust Noah Shepherd ORR exit 17 Srinakarmarinda, Soi Praeksa 26 Wet slippery run around lakes, paths, streets

2247 17-Oct-20 Stephen Lee KC Marshment Wat Bang Phraek, Nonthaburi 25 Slippery klong paths, roads, orchard tracks

2248 24-Oct-20 Carlton Ruthing Kevin McCall Pi Nom's Rest, Si Prasan Soi, Bang Yai 23 Very good trails on orchard paths, bridges

2249 31-Oct-20 Dunkin Donit Baan Bang Krajao Rest. Phra Padaeng Well laid run in plantations, mud, bridges

2250 7-Nov-20 Roland Perry KC Marshment KruaSamYay Rest,BanSaiMai,Hash Bridge 26 Wet run in familiar area, well laid

2251 14-Nov-20 Bruce Weeks Jim Eller IMFSeafood,Petchchahung49, BangKrachao 26 Well laid run in dirt roads bridges

2252 21-Nov-20 Bob Boulter Ed Checkley Wat PhonPhraRuangPrasit, Sai Mai 22 Familiar area with nice twists

2253 28-Nov-20 Jeff Gay Lem Morgan Suan Bua Rest, Bang Krua Sai Noi Rd Well laid run on dirt and roads, good checks

2254 5-Dec-20 Kevin Meyer Greg Cable Najao Rest, Bang Yai-Bang Khu Lat Rd. 33 Good trail - as to be expected

2255 12-Dec-20 Tom Ellefson Marc Lavoie Christmas Run, Hualamphong Station 31 Klong boat run with beer stops

2256 19-Dec-20 Tiradej S YokKrokRest. Ratchapreuk Rd Taling Chan 29 Well laid run in roads, fields, Memorial T-shirt

2257 26-Dec-20 Joost Zwager wallb Tung Ngern Rest. Wat Tha Kwian Rd. 19 Well laid run in rice fields

2258 2-Jan-21 Zafar Vasi Tiradej S Piyawan Resort, Bang Sai, Ayuthaya 19 An excellent run in paddy fields

2259 9-Jan-21 Roy Cowie Frank Allum Gai Yang Rest. Krungthep Kreetha 29 Good A to B run with golf courses, klongs

2260 16-Jan-21 Todd Wilkie Jim Eller U Kaow U Pla Rest. Nr Salaya 24 Wonderful run good checks paddy,orchards

2261 23-Jan-21 Teerachai R Krincle lips Ko Koet, Bang Pa-in, Ayuthaya 27 Anonymous Run. Paddy with hard checks

2262 30-Jan-21 KC Marshment DDT ? W.BangPhung, Praratchawiriyapon Ratburana 20 Familiar semiurban run with temperature tests

2263 6-Feb-21 Teerachai R Teradej S Ban Rim Suan, Pathum Thani 22 Good trail wih ice fields, tracks, concrete

2264 13-Feb-21 Tony Erswell Kevin McCall Memorial Run Protestant Cemetery 38 Good urban run in beautiful old communities

2265 20-Feb-21 Noah Shepherd JohnLukens-Joost Bangkok Naval Base Samut Prakan 22 Boat A-B.Soft paths,hard road. Good checks

2266 27-Feb-21 Greg Cable RiccoFarms Rest, Ratchapreuk, Nonthaburi 27 Well-done trail on klong paths - no jungle

2267 6-Mar-21 Vichai S Teradej S WatPromPhraRuangPrasit, Sukhapiban 5 39 Hot run rice fields Snakehead RunT-Shirt

2268 13-Mar-21 Chris Smith IMFSeafoodRest, Petchaheung48, B Krajao 25 Good run. Coconut fields, roads, villages

2269 20-Mar-21 Colin Snow John Lukens Wat Mai Krathum Lom, Nong Chock 23 Hot dry rice fields, roads, canal bridges

2270 27-Mar-21 Patrick Clews Etan Krua Bluye Canal House, Bank Khiun Thain 26 AtoB boat - long run around fish ponds.T-sh

2271 3-Apr-21 John Lukens Mike Rust OUTSTATION Chiang Dao, with parallel run 25 DIY - A hell of a weekend

2272 10-Apr-21 Steve Grinham NS Petrol Station nr Nimit Mai Soi 20 & 22 18 Hare self-isolating. Dry rice fields and klong

2273 17-Apr-21 Frank Allum Jim Eller Krua Mai Nam, Suwinthawong Rd, Minburi 32 Good run in rice fields, roads and klongs

2274 24-Apr-21 (Peter Vanderhoucke) Patrick Clews Ban Pathum, Sam Khok, Pathum Thani 19 Stand-in hares Long muddy run.

Runs postponed due to Govt restrictions

2275 6-Nov-21 Kevin Casquarelli KC Marshment One cc Rest, Ban Kruai, Nonthaburi 26 Wet (underwater) run with good checks

2276 13-Nov-21 Steve Grinham NS Petrol Stn, Nimit Mai nr Soi 20/22 21 Wet paddy fields, brambles, tracks

2277 20-Nov-21 Kevin Meyer Glenn Dixon NamKingAirSound Suksuwat Ratburana 22

Average attendance  2020-2021 25

RUN RECORDS 2020-21
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Joined Joined

Tiradej Sakunwadhna (Pork Finder) 265 44 100% 1659 82% Lem Morgan (No Good Boyo) 1433 7 16% 336 40%

KC Marshment (Boob a Lube) 1112 41 93% 477 41% Glen Dixon (Thalidoskid) 2236 6 14% 6 14%

Colin Snow (Hema) 306 39 89% 990 50% Mike Rust (Love Canal) 1267 6 14% 404 40%

Erik Ravn (Captain Erik) 510 39 89% 957 54% Bengt Gothlin (Klong Dump) 1952 5 11% 19 6%

Steve Grinham (Gringo) 1738 37 84% 129 24% Frank Allum (Noriega) 776 5 11% 701 47%

Ed Checkley (Checkless) 1946 36 82% 107 32% Suphon Ruttanaphon (Suffle) 46 5 11% 965 43%

Ian Potter (Cod Piece) 2194 34 77% 43 51% Eric Cornille (Dunkin Donut) 1588 4 9% 99 14%

Jim Eller (Virginia Slim) 1853 34 77% 138 32% Henry Temple-Baxter (Virgin Slayer) 2235 4 9% 4 9%

Bob Boulter (Bullet) 81 32 73% 1586 72% Wolfgang Dettman (Von Nivea) 143 4 9% 1264 59%

Chris Hanson (Horny Viking) 2089 32 73% 131 69% Mike Lauer (Stiffy) 887 3 7% 117 8%

Peter Vandenhoucke (Ladyboy) 1907 32 73% 230 62% Neil Hutchinson (Hags) 732 3 7% 547 35%

Greg Cable (Tickler) 1518 31 70% 326 43% Tony Segadelli (Shaggy) 1705 3 7% 93 16%

Chris Smith (Krinklecut) 2066 30 68% 54 25% Andy Grob (Mee Grob) 977 2 5% 251 19%

Vichai Suphasomboon (Senator) 317 30 68% 1388 71% Chris Maxwell (Ringworm) 758 2 5% 485 32%

Teerachai Riensubdee (Pink Panther) 123 27 61% 900 42% Harald Carlsen 2255 2 5% 2 9%

Todd Wilkie (Spinning Dwarf) 945 27 61% 1039 78% Maarten Brusselers (Bogdiver) 1369 2 5% 418 46%

Noah Milliken  (Anacuntman) 2163 26 59% 53 46% Richard White (Stumbles) 171 2 5% 907 43%

Roland Perry (Rawhide) 1941 24 55% 97 29% Rod Turner (Bug) 745 2 5% 1028 67%

Andrew MacPherson (Agent Orange) 1279 23 52% 644 64% Andre 2245 1 2% 1 3%

Patrick Clews (Dambuster) 2171 22 50% 25 23% Cameron Hanwel (Indomitable Pussy) 2241 1 2% 1 3%

Noah Shepherd (4 by 2) 1386 21 48% 283 32% Dallas Webster 2188 1 2% 8 9%

Vasi Zef (Slumdog) 1654 20 45% 120 19% Dave Rockey (Deadhead) 2251 1 2% 1 4%

Stephen Lee (Cum In Spurts) 2246 19 43% 19 59% Harlow Russell (Ging Minge) 2251 1 2% 1 4%

Tom Ellefson (Pussy Virus) 1082 18 41% 376 31% John Gold (Duke of Puke) 1514 1 2% 33 4%

Carlton Ruthing (Quick Draw) 1943 17 39% 34 10% John Tomlinson (Selfie Queen) 1975 1 2% 90 30%

Holden Lagos (Etaan) 2194 17 39% 34 40% Julien 2249 1 2% 1 3%

Kevin McCall  (Chicken Licker) 2179 16 36% 22 22% Moritz 2245 1 2% 1 3%

Kevin Meyer (Roger Me) 1775 16 36% 73 15% Noah Lidman  (Hairy Crack) 2180 1 2% 14 14%

Roy Cowie (Wee Jimmie) 211 16 36% 667 32% Paul Eaton (Tokyo Joe) 1 2% 19 1%

Martyn Sanderson (Lurch) 1518 15 34% 76 10% Paul Goodwin (Cannonball) 1984 1 2% 11 4%

Chris Schulz (Bushman) 987 14 32% 496 38% Sam Wickson 2238 1 2% 1 3%

Joost Zwager (Chippendale) 1009 14 32% 525 41% Westley Silva 2255 1 2% 1 4%

Tony Erswell (Ambrose) 8 14 32% 1377 61%

John Lukens (Tinker) 723 13 30% 407 26%

Marc Lavoie (Manboobs) 613 12 27% 389 23%

Bruce Weeks (Hash Hash) 1018 10 23% 332 26%

Vichai Pechardkhao (Cool) 1284 10 23% 369 37%

Barry Meese (Knockout Neptune) 2028 9 20% 27 11%

Kevin Casquarelli 2235 9 20% 10 23%

Louis Harrewijn (Moonlight) 1188 9 20% 32 3%

Jeff Gay (Bugs) 1462 8 18% 343 42%

Paul Williams (Tambourine Man) 920 8 18% 452 33%

Stephen Lin (Chiang Kai Shit) 8 18% 12 1%

This Year

2234 to 2277

ATTENDANCE 2020-2021

2234 to 2277 Up to 2277

CareerThis Year

Up to 2277

Career
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